
The dawn 
of a new era

VRI



Even the most perfect pivots have variability under them
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Most pivots have a bit more

• Topography 
• Inclusions
• Different crops
• Soil type



You choose what you water and how much you 
water it



What is 
Variable Rate Irrigation

You choose what you water and how much you 
water it



Set up your watering map in the office

GPS position drives 
application rate



Controls 
End Gun + Walk Speed

The pivot will walk faster if 100% 
water is not called for in any zone 

and conversely slower if more than 
100% is called for



Pivot VRI Annimation
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Pivot Running VRI



Pivot Running VRI





The System
Operates with either an air or water pilot to turn the 

watering off



The System
Operates with either an air or water pilot to turn the 

watering off

A Failsafe system as the water valve is normally on



The Controller and compressor is mounted on the first span (for a 
total system) to avoid having to link across the slip rings (or lack 

there off)



Air pilot system

The Controller and compressor is mounted on the first span (for a 
total system) to avoid having to link across the slip rings (or lack 

there off)



The master node will control 5 zones plus end gun, walk speed 
and failsafe mode in stand alone configuration and each slave 

node added controls up to an additional 8 zones each



Control up to 49 different zones 
and 360 pie slices

The master node will control 5 zones plus end gun, walk speed 
and failsafe mode in stand alone configuration and each slave 

node added controls up to an additional 8 zones each



Rates are controlled in time sliced increments in a 
semi random pattern. The timing, set by operator, 

commonly set for 60 seconds, hence if 50% water is 
called for, the sprinkler will be on for 30 seconds and 

off for 30. The random pattern  stops all sprinklers 
shutting off at the same time and eliminates excess 

pressure build up. Flat pump curve is required.



How does it work 

Rates are controlled in time sliced increments in a 
semi random pattern. The timing, set by operator, 

commonly set for 60 seconds, hence if 50% water is 
called for, the sprinkler will be on for 30 seconds and 

off for 30. The random pattern  stops all sprinklers 
shutting off at the same time and eliminates excess 

pressure build up. Flat pump curve is required.



WHY VRI

EPA

COST REDUCTION

CONVINIENCE

YIELD IMPROVEMENT

WATER CONSERVATION



 

Thank You


